Abstract -We examine the issue of separation for multiple access channels. We demonstrate that source-channel separation holds for noisy multiple access channels, when the channel operates over a common finite field. This robustness of separation is predicated on the fact that noise and inputs are independent, and we examine the loss from failure of separation when noise is input dependent.
I. Introduction
The failure of source-channel separation in networks is often considered to be an impediment in applying information theoretic tools in network settings. The simple multiple access channel of Figure 1 gives one example of how separation can fail [1] . The receiver's channel output is the integer sum of the binary channel inputs of m ≥ 2 users, yielding a channel output alphabet of size m + 1. Since independent, uniformly distributed input signals fail to achieve the maximum mutual information between the transmitted and received signals, direct transmission of dependent source bits over the channel without channel coding sometimes yields higher achievable transmission rates than Slepian-Wolf source coding followed by multiple access channel coding. While this simple example may at first appear to estab- Figure 1 : A linear network for which source-channel separation fails [1] .
lish irrefutably the failure of source-channel separation in multiple access networks, its simplicity is misleading. In particular, note that the alphabet size of the output is dependent on the number of transmitters. Thus, the network lacks a consistent digital framework. Replacing integer addition with binary addition to give a channel with input and output alphabets of the same cardinality yields a communication system for which separation holds. In this paper, we argue that source-channel separation is more robust than counterexamples may suggest. We assert, however, that separate source and channel code design does not necessarily simplify the design of communication systems for digital networks. The operations of compression and channel coding are conceptual tools rather than necessary components. While modularity, such as that afforded by the separation theorem, is desirable in the design of components, the decomposition of a problem into modular tasks may increase complexity when the decomposition imposes unnecessary constraints. We treat an important type of canonical network: the noisy multiple access channel, such as may arise in wireless transmissions. Multiple access channels are not only one of the fundamental building blocks of network information theory, but also generally demonstrate the breakdown of separation between source coding and coding over the channel or, rather, network. We show that source-channel separation is optimal for inputindependent noise which may be additive or in the form of erasures. However, separation may fail to achieve the optimal performance when additive noise is inputdependent. For the additive noise channel over the binary field, we compute the maximum difference between the sum channel capacities when channel encoding is done with complete collaboration between the channel encoders and with no collaboration between the channel encoders. We also obtain an expression for the probability that the two sum capacities differ for a binary additive noise multiple access channel picked randomly from the ensemble of all channels of this class. In section II, we address the topic of source-channel separation for multiple access channels and conclude in section III.
II. Source-channel separation for multiple access channels It is well known that source-channel separation holds for single-transmitter, single-receiver channels. Thus, the source and channel coding operations can be separated without loss in optimality. We address the topic of separation for source-multiple access channel pairs. Consider a discrete source pair (U 1 , U 2 ) with associated rate pair (R U 1 , R U 2 ). The Slepian-Wolf region [4] for this source pair is specified as the closure of the convex hull of all rate pairs, (R Two transmitters transmit discrete symbols to a single receiver whose received alphabet is also discrete. We denote the channel inputs, their associated rates and output symbol as (X 1 , X 2 ), (R 1 , R 2 ) and Y , respectively. Let us summarize some known results on multiple access capacity regions. There are three categories of multiple access:
• The most general multiple access is when the channel encoding is done with full collaboration between the channel encoders. Optimal source coding can be performed with or without [4] collaboration between the source encoders. Moreover, there is no loss in optimality in separating the source and channel encoding operations since full collaboration exists between the two channel encoders. We will call this multiple access scheme as "Collaborative Multiple Access" (CMA). The capacity region for this type of multiple access is derived by Liao [3] .
• The second type of multiple access is when the source and channel coding at each transmitter is combined into a single operation and there is no collaboration between the joint source-channel encoders at the two transmitters. The encoders directly map the source pairs to channel inputs. We will refer to this multiple access scheme as "Non-collaborative Joint Multiple Access" (NJMA) and the capacity region for this scheme is derived by Cover and El Gamal [2] .
• The least general, but most often considered, is multiple access where source and channel coding are performed separately at each transmitter and there is no collaboration between the encoders at the transmitters. We will refer to this multiple access scheme as the "Non-collaborative Separate Multiple Access" (NSMA) and the capacity region for this multiple access scheme is derived by Cover and Wyner [1, 5] .
The three multiple access capacity schemes are shown in Figure 2 . Note that the figure for NSMA is same as Figure 1 in [5] . Reference [7] studies multiple access capacity using graphs as a digital interface between source and channel coding.
CMA capacity region:
For this type of multiple access, the channel encoders cooperate with each other and can generate any joint input probability distribution, P X1X2 (x 1 , x 2 ). For any P X1X2 (x 1 , x 2 ), denote the closure of the convex hull of all rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) satisfying input probability distributions, P X1X2 (x 1 , x 2 ). Denoting the convex hull operation over sets as CH(.), we have
As the encoders cooperate in this multiple access scheme, we also refer to the CMA capacity as the "cooperative capacity".
NSMA capacity region:
In this multiple access scheme, the channel encoders cannot cooperate and have independent inputs which come, for example, from Slepian-Wolf source encoders. Let P X1 (x 1 ) and P X2 (x 2 ) be the distributions on the two independent channel inputs. For any product distribution, P X1 (x 1 )P X2 (x 2 ), denote the closure of the convex hull of all rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) satisfying
The NSMA capacity region, R NSMA , is the convex hull of the sets C[P X1 (x 1 )P X2 (x 2 )] over all product input probability distributions, P X1 (x 1 )P X2 (x 2 ). Hence, we have
Owing to lack of cooperation, the channel encoders cannot increase the correlation between the inputs which results in the channel inputs being always independent. This makes the NSMA capacity region an improper 1 subset of the CMA capacity region since all joint input distributions cannot be generated. As the encoders in this multiple access scheme do not cooperate, we also refer to the NSMA capacity as the "separate capacity".
NJMA capacity region:
In this multiple access scheme, there is a single joint source-channel encoder at each transmitter that maps source symbols to channel inputs. The encoders at the two transmitters do not cooperate. This encoder is more general than the combination of the NSMA source and channel encoders, since it can make use of the dependence between the sources to increase the channel mutual information. As the set of channel input distributions that can be generated is larger than that of the NSMA scheme, the NSMA capacity region is an improper subset of the NJMA capacity region. Also, the NJMA capacity region is an improper subset of the CMA capacity region, since the channel encoders cannot generate all joint input probability distributions, owing to lack of coordination. Only those joint input probability distributions that do not require the correlation between channel inputs to be more than the correlation between the source pairs can be generated. Therefore, the set of joint input distributions that can be generated depends on the source that is being transmitted. We denote this set of joint input distributions as P J X1X2 . For any P X1X2 (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ P J X1X2 , denote the closure of the convex hull of all rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) satisfying
The NJMA capacity region, R NJMA , is the convex hull of the sets J[P X1X2 (x 1 , x 2 )] over all joint input probability distributions in P J X1X2 . Hence, we have
In this paper, we will also refer to this capacity region as the "Joint source-channel capacity region".
A sufficient criterion for separation to hold: Consider the transmission of a discrete source pair over a multiple access channel. Even if we allow cooperation, there is no hope of transmitting the source pair over the channel with an arbitrarily small error probability unless the Slepian-Wolf source coding region and the CMA capacity region have a non-zero intersection. The question of source-channel separation therefore applies to those source-channel pairs for which these two regions overlap. Hence, for any channel, while considering sourcechannel separation, we always restrict our attention to 1 In this paper an improper subset (superset) of a set A is defined as a set which is smaller (greater) or equal to A. source pairs whose Slepian-Wolf region overlaps the CMA capacity region of that channel. If source and channel coding are done separately without coordination between the two transmitters, then only those source pairs for which the Slepian-Wolf region overlaps with the NSMA capacity region can be reliably transmitted over the multiple access channel. In NJMA, the encoders can make use of the correlation between the sources and hence the NJMA capacity region is an improper superset of the NSMA capacity region. However, since the encoders at the transmitters do not coordinate, this region is an improper subset of the CMA capacity region, in general. Figure 3 shows the CMA and NSMA capacity regions for a multiple access channel. For ease of illustration, we have considered a multiple-access channel whose capacity regions are pentagons. The regions, in general, may not be pentagons. The Slepian-Wolf regions for three different source pairs are also shown. ABCDO is the NSMA capacity region and P QRSO the CMA capacity region. Source-channel separation holds for all source pairs whose Slepian-Wolf region overlaps ABCDO. For source pairs whose Slepian-Wolf region overlaps only P QRSDCBA, separation may fail. Separation fails for those source pairs for which the NJMA joint source-channel encoder can increase the capacity region beyond the NSMA capacity region so that it intersects the source pair's SlepianWolf source coding region, which allows the source pair to be reliably communicated. The joint source-channel encoders make use of the source statistics to increase correlation between the channel inputs, which may increase the capacity region. More simply, the joint source-channel encoders try to match the source statistics to those needed by the channel to maximize mutual information. How- ever, when the joint source-channel encoders cannot increase the capacity region enough to overlap the source pair's Slepian-Wolf region, reliable communication is impossible. In this case we say that separation holds since joint and separate source-channel codes fail equally. Note that the NJMA capacity region cannot increase beyond the CMA capacity region. Separation fails for the example in [2] , since the source pair statistics are perfectly matched to what is required to maximize the channel mutual information. Source pairs whose Slepian-Wolf regions lie outside P QRSO cannot be reliably transmitted over the channel with or without coordination between the transmitters. We now derive a sufficient criterion for separation to hold. Since the NJMA capacity region is an improper subset of the CMA capacity region, a sufficient condition for separation to hold for any source-channel pair is that the NSMA capacity region for the channel is the same as its CMA capacity region. For these channels, increasing correlation between the channel inputs does not increase mutual information. Note that for these channels, the region P QRSDCBA is a null set. We obtain a lemma that states this sufficient criterion for separation to hold for any source-channel pair: Lemma 1 Separation holds for a multiple access sourcechannel pair if for the channel the following is satisfied
If the sources are independent, the NJMA joint sourcechannel encoder outputs are always independent. Hence, joint source-channel coding cannot increase the channel mutual information by increasing correlation between the channel inputs, the cause of separation failure. This yields the following lemma: Lemma 2 Separation holds for a multiple access sourcechannel pair if the sources are independent.
2
We now consider two additive multiple access channels shown in Figure 4 . The first is the additive multiple access channel with erasures and the second is the additive multiple access channel with additive noise. The additive channel with interference only (no channel noise) can be viewed as a special case of either of the noisy models where errors or erasures occur with probability zero. Let X 1 and X 2 denote the random channel inputs and use Y to denote the corresponding random channel output. Y equals X 1 + X 2 corrupted by erasures in the erasure channel model; we denote the probability of an erasure as q(1). For the additive noise channel model, Y equals X 1 + X 2 + Z, where Z is the i.i.d additive binary noise. Both examples use addition over the binary field; and noise is independent of the channel inputs. While we focus on the binary alphabet, results generalize to arbitrary finite fields. The requirement that the finite field be the same for all sources, channel codewords, and additive noise processes cannot, however, be relaxed in general. The channel output alphabet is allowed to differ only in the inclusion of erasures.
Using Lemma 1, we show that source-channel separation holds for binary sources and binary erasure or additive noise multiple access channels where the erasure or additive noise is independent of channel inputs. This result is embodied in the following theorem:
Theorem 1 For any pair of binary sources and any binary erasure or additive noise multiple access channel where the erasure or additive noise is independent of the channel inputs, separation holds. 
The three mutual information terms, I(X 1 ; Y |X 2 ), I(X 2 ; Y |X 1 ) and I(X 1 , X 2 ; Y ), are maximized by uniform distributions for X 1 and X 2 . For the same channel, the CMA capacity (1) is
where, the three mutual information terms, I(X 1 ; Y |X 2 ), I(X 2 ; Y |X 1 ) and I(X 1 , X 2 ; Y ), are maximized by letting P (X 1 = i, X 2 = j) = 2 In order to maximize the mutual information between the inputs and output of a multiple access channel with inputindependent noise, we need to maximize the entropy of the channel output. Addition of two independent random variables over the same field corresponds to circular convolution of their probability mass functions (pmfs). If one of the pmfs is uniform, the pmf of the sum is a uniform distribution, which leads to its entropy being maximized. Thus, if the channel inputs are uniformly distributed, they maximize the entropy of the channel output for an additive multiple access channel operating over a finite field. It is this that gives rise to source-channel separation in multiple access networks operating over finite fields.
Hence, by Lemma 1, separation holds. We have thus proved the theorem for the binary multiple access channel with erasures that are independent of the inputs. Let us now consider the binary multiple access channel shown in Figure 4 (b) with noise being independent of the inputs. The NSMA capacity is
The three mutual information terms, I(X 1 ; Y |X 2 ), I(X 2 ; Y |X 1 ) and I(X 1 , X 2 ; Y ), are maximized by uniform distributions for X 1 and X 2 . For the same channel, the CMA capacity is
where, the three mutual information terms, I(X 1 ; Y |X 2 ), I(X 2 ; Y |X 1 ) and I(X 1 , X 2 ; Y ), are maximized by letting
, we obtain
Hence, by Lemma 1, separation holds. We have thus proved the theorem for the binary multiple access channel with additive noise that is independent of the inputs. 2 The proof of this theorem easily generalizes to the following corollary:
Corollary 1 For any pair of sources defined over a finite field and any erasure or additive noise multiple access channel over the same finite field, where the erasure or additive noise is independent of the channel inputs, separation holds.
We have seen that for channels where the NSMA capacity region is equal to the CMA capacity region, separation holds for all source pairs. The binary multiple access erasure and additive noise channels with input-independent noise are examples. However, when the two regions are not the same, separation may not hold for all source pairs. For the binary additive noise multiple access channel, the CMA and NSMA capacity regions may not be the same when the noise is allowed to depend on the channel inputs and separation may not hold. This lack of separation has been observed earlier by us in [6] . Let us consider the binary additive noise channel model where the additive noise, Z, is allowed to depend on the input symbols being transmitted, and has the distribution: q ij = P r(Z = 1|X 1 = i, X 2 = j) for i, j ∈ {0, 1}. Hence, a binary additive noise channel can be represented as b(q 00 , q 01 , q 10 , q 11 ). For any such channel, define the CMA and NSMA sum capacities, R CMA sum (q 00 , q 01 , q 10 , q 11 ) and R NSMA sum (q 00 , q 01 , q 10 , q 11 ), respectively, as R CMA sum (q 00 , q 01 , q 10 , q 11 ) max I(X 1 , X 2 ; Y ).
We define the ensemble of all equally likely multiple access binary additive noise channels as B = b(q 00 , q 01 , q 10 , q 11 ) : q 00 , q 01 , q 10 , q 11 U [0, 1] , where, U [m, n] denotes a uniform probability distribution in [m, n], and m, n are real numbers. We compute the maximum loss in sum capacity, (R CMA sum (q 00 , q 01 , q 10 , q 11 ) − R NSMA sum (q 00 , q 01 , q 10 , q 11 )), over B. We also obtain the expression for the probability that the two sum capacities are unequal for a channel chosen randomly from B. Our results are embodied in the following theorems. The proofs are omitted for brevity.
Theorem 2 For noisy multiple access binary additive noise channels, the maximum difference between the CMA and NSMA sum capacities is 1 2 bit per channel use. Theorem 3 The probability that the CMA and NSMA sum capacities are unequal for a channel chosen randomly from B, is 
III. Conclusion
In this paper, we addressed the topic of separation in multiple access channels. We showed that source-channel separation holds for multiple access channels operating over a common finite field, as long as noise is independent of inputs. For binary multiple access channels with input dependent additive noise, we quantified the loss from failure of separation.
